Biopharma Embraces
Life in the Fast Lane
Agile work models and design thinking have sped
up innovation in IT, manufacturing and retail.
Now, the movement is transforming life sciences.

“

What is agile?
Agile, first introduced in 2001 in the Manifesto for Agile
Software Development, started out as a method used in
software development that challenged the traditional,
linear ‘waterfall’ development model, in which entire
projects are pre-planned, then fully built out before they
are tested. Agile’s approach offers iterative flexibility,
with small parts of projects being built and tested
simultaneously. Taking a more iterative approach
makes it easier to keep projects aligned, on track and
relevant, and it allows for the release of ‘minimum viable
products’ to gather more frequent user feedback from
clients earlier in the process. That helps guide the team
on what needs to be changed or altered to make the
product more successful.

”

—MIT Sloan School of Management

AGILE PHARMA

Introduction
For years, popular wisdom held that agile innovation and design
thinking were uniquely challenging for life sciences companies. Indeed,
healthcare organizations seemed to be watching from the sidelines as
internet start-ups, as well as giants in IT, manufacturing and retail, leapt
ahead in agile innovation strategies under rallying cries like “fail fast,”
“build-measure-learn” and “minimally viable product.”
Yet healthcare organizations could quickly turn from laggards into leaders as pressure increases to
become more nimble, respond to threats from outside disruptors and innovate more quickly on
behalf of patients. The 21st Century Cures Act set the stage, providing expedited approval pathways
for breakthrough medicines and encouraging the use of real world evidence to ensure that effective
medicines are available to more patients. Amidst news about breakthroughs in gene therapies and
cancer immune therapies, patients have put pressure on researchers to speed up the research cycle.
Biopharma investors and other commercial stakeholders are on precisely the same page.
In some cases, it’s the IT departments within healthcare organizations that are leading the charge
—which makes sense, as many of the agile practices taught in business schools today originated
in the computer and software industries. These well-documented methodologies come with
national certification bodies and their own nomenclature of “scrums” and “sprints.” Other corporate
functions in biopharma, including commercial units, fit with looser definitions of agility and project
management more properly described as design thinking.
At Syneos Health, a fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions company where clinical and
commercial teams work seamlessly together, some agile initiatives use formal methodologies,
while other teams customize the agile playbook to achieve patient-driven priorities that IT and
retail companies have yet to encounter. In every instance, the motivation couldn’t be simpler:
Patients need better medicines, and innovations that could answer their prayers are emerging with
breathtaking speed. Going forward, pharma’s adoption of artificial intelligence will accelerate the
pace even more. If traditional biopharma companies can’t gain agility as they translate new science
into effective treatments and valuable support, future generations won’t easily forgive our failures.
In this report, executives spearheading agile programs at Syneos Health describe aspects of
philosophy, culture, logistics and project management that are most likely to hit the mark
in healthcare’s uniquely challenging context.
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How Agile Practices Solve Pharma’s Pain Points
Friction Point:

Agility Drivers:

Siloed organizational design teams
operating within discrete functional silos
across the organization, with limited
opportunity for cross-pollination of ideas

Cross-functional teams include the
appropriate decision maker, and
customer, marketing, technology,
finance and design representatives

Linear business processes reliant on
traditional tools, methodologies and
management processes that pursue a
linear thought process and stage gating
that limits dynamic iteration

Methodologies for incubating sub-scale
innovation within the organization in a
protected ecosystem and then reintroducing
it to the larger organization at the right time
to allow for experimentation

Product-centric approach that fails to
develop a value proposition that resonates

Understanding the stakeholder needs and
revisiting assumptions in order to really
understand the problems being solved

Legacy IT infrastructure that isn’t fit
for the high-frequency touchpoints of
the digital era

Flexible architecture allows for
dynamic assembly of technology
to support prototyping

Clinical development burden where
rigorous data quality expectations by
regulators to demonstrate safety, efficacy
and tolerability drive up the costs of
clinical development

Early and proactive dialogue with
regulators to explore opportunities to
support expedited pathways for bringing
new products or innovation to market

Culture with limited opportunity to
centralize great ideas, encourage
experimentation and scale innovation

Iteration and experimentation,
seeking perspectives from other
sectors and applying them in-house

Insufficient training so that staff skill
sets do not keep pace with the rate of
technological advances that enable
organizational agility

Self-serve resources and champions to
support projects through the process

Protracted partnering where bureaucratic
and convoluted partnership management
process hinders effective engagement
and creation of proof points with
potential partners

Optimized blend between internal
and external resources, ensuring sufficient
internal commitment and the right
subject matter expertise, respectively
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CHAPTER I: Rapid Clinical Evolution
No sector of healthcare is under fiercer pressure to boost
speed and agility than clinical development.
Patients and their families yearn to see new treatments. And for developers, today’s longer and
more costly studies drain resources and limit the number of revenue-bearing programs the
company can pursue. This part of the picture shows no likelihood of brightening. Indeed, research
productivity has been on a steady downward curve for many years. But a combination of design
thinking and agile practices can help.
From an agile management perspective, a clinical trial is a far cry from an auto factory or a software
start-up. Hyper-vigilance on patient safety and constant scrutiny by regulators will always set this
sector apart. But the gap is beginning to shrink, as shown by the rise of adaptive clinical trials—a
quintessential agile research framework. Based on pre-specified rules, this trial design allows the
sponsor to reset parameters as fresh insights emerge from accumulated data.

Collaboration in Action
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There’s no better showcase for agile enterprise in life sciences than a novel “umbrella” trial
launched this year to speed development of drugs for acute myeloid leukemia (AML), an illness
with a poor prognosis in patients over 60. Designed by the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (LLS)
in partnership with the FDA and a host of oncology companies, and with Syneos Health providing
contract research services, the trial has an ambitious goal. Within a single “master trial” comprised,
at present, of 10 different protocols, researchers aim to identify subsets of treatment-naïve AML
patients based on cytogenetic markers and target them with novel agents deemed most likely to
bear results. For patients with multiple mutations, advanced analytics like variant allele sequencing
and a predetermined prioritization schema will help steer them to the best sub-study. Getting the
right targeted therapy to the right patient is the most immediate path to longer-term survival.
Pressure to be nimble and responsive is mirrored at each of the trial sites—not just in the U.S.,
but in markets such as China, Japan and Europe as well. Given the urgent needs of patients—and
thanks to hands-on partnering with the regulators—positive data can move a drug straight to
registration. This means all the data must be clean from the get-go, and some traditional steps
must be compressed. In the trial, Syneos Health and its partners are testing an unusual data “pipe”
that will funnel information directly from patients’ electronic health records into the main database,
avoiding a customary transcription step that’s both time-consuming and vulnerable to errors. “This
is doing innovation on the fly—something that’s still unusual in our industry. And each partner or
team has to bring a whole organization into the mission, which is getting drugs to patient. It’s the
essence of agility,” says Nick Kenny, PhD, who headed up Global Hematology at Syneos Health for
more than 10 years before assuming the role of Chief Scientific Officer last year. There’s no better
showcase for agile enterprise in life sciences than a novel “umbrella” trial launched this year to
speed development of drugs for AML, an illness with a poor prognosis in patients over 60
(see diagram: Collaboration in Action).

“

The key is building a flexible
and agile trial platform. If you
can see, early on, that a protocol
isn’t working, the scalable
platform design allows you to
swap in another, almost the way
you would replace a light bulb.

”

—Nick Kenny, PhD
- Chief Scientific Officer
Syneos Health
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Finding Flexibilty
Data transport and analysis
in trials get infinitely more
complicated with the proliferation
of new data types revealing
different aspects of patient health.
Flexible processes can help.
Where a typical trial today may analyze a halfdozen electronic lab reports, electronic patientreported outcomes data (e-PRO) and other
digital inputs, that number is poised to jump
—perhaps by an order of magnitude—as
regulatory bodies grow more comfortable
with trial designs using real world data from
Apple watches, do-everything phones, and
a myriad of dedicated devices like smart
glucose sensors. Staying neck-and-neck
with this proliferation will be even harder for
companies running trials in multiple regions,
as different national and regional statutes on
patient privacy greatly increase complexity.
What’s more, companies will have to navigate
new guidance around international ethical and
scientific quality standards (ICH-GCP E6[R2]),
some of which are a response to advances in
electronic data management.
“In the U.S., the days of a single service
provider using one electronic data capture
(EDC) system are over,” says Jennifer
Warneke, Vice President of Global Operations
Management at Syneos Health. She leads an
initiative called e-Suite Accelerator, building
an operational foundation for executing
interchangeable technology. “All across the
globe, regulatory bodies are coping with this,
and moving at different speeds within very
different cultural contexts.”
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Agility in this clinical context means having
infrastructure—as well as leadership and crossfunction workforce capabilities—that’s flexible
enough to evolve alongside fast-changing
technological and regulatory environments.
The next iteration of an Apple health app
might be some sleek implanted sensor or even
a smart tattoo. Whatever designers dream
up, drug developers and CROs must be agile
enough to receive data from and then integrate
into an analyzable common format. And this
has to be done in a manner that’s mindful of
the drug-development timeframe so as not to
slow down the trial.
Flexibility also must be anchored in a
business ethos that ensures each trial will
yield reliable, regulatory-grade data. At Syneos
Health, that guarantee is the Trusted Process®.
Grounded in Six Sigma, this structured trial
framework ensures delivery of on-time, highquality services, with flexibility built in from
program design all the way through project
completion. Though clinical teams may not
use the lingo or brainstorm drills of agile scrums
and sprints, they operate at high energy levels
and achieve team buy-in at start-up sessions.
Like a scrum, this is an occasion where the
sponsor and experts from Syneos Health move
briskly through all the planning aspects of the
trial. Also on the model of scrum, timetables,
responsibilities and accountability are fully
transparent. Naturally, the process only earns
the nomenclature of agility in cases where
it allows for rapid iteration and pivots in a
new direction.
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Progress & Scale
Sponsors and CROs managing clinical trials are caught between
two trends that demand fast, versatile responses. The first involves
automation; the second is about proliferation in data species.
The tried-and-trusted structures for on-site monitoring and
validating data that streams from trial investigators into a central
database are saddling CROs and trial sponsors with a laborintensive process where clinical research associates manually
page through patient logs to ensure protocols are followed and
subjects aren’t at risk. This approach is starting to give way to a
faster, simpler automated process in which data are imported
directly from electronic health records, algorithmically scanned
for inconsistencies and deposited in data lakes containing all
information relevant to the trial. However, the second trend—
the rapid expansion of data types, including real world evidence
from patient-owned devices—will soon create fresh challenges
for investigators and the automated tools they seek to deploy.

© 2019 Syneos Health All rights reserved
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Prepping Internal Teams
As Warneke points out, a company can have leading-edge technology
development skills and A-list partnerships and still fall behind due to a
lack of internal training.
This is a challenge across the drug development ecosystem, for biopharmaceutical companies
and CROs alike. “Asking unprepared colleagues to use the new tools or recommend them to
clients would be like handing an iPhone XS to someone who has never seen a modern cell phone,”
Warneke explains. Syneos Health’s global experience working with integrated technology solutions,
including e-source, e-consent, e-scan and e-PRO, sets the company apart, along with constant
efforts to keep the workforce up-to-speed on the latest enabling technologies. “Because we’re
an early adopter, we’re capitalizing on expertise in a technology landscape that’s shaped, to some
degree, by global data privacy protocols and adherence to ICH-GCP E6(R2), but where regulators
themselves are racing to stay abreast,” Warneke says.
Against the backdrop of technological change, knowledge gained through the internal e-Suite
program enables the team to dynamically assemble solutions and make the right choices for each
trial. If something lends itself to an e-source solution, e-consent or a wearable, the team takes time
to assess the options and craft a customized solution. One example is a pilot with Elligo Health
Research on a “site-less trial.”
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Transcending Traditional Trial Sites
Every clinical trial needs patients, but sites conducting trials are
undergoing rapid change. Consider the model created by Elligo
Health Research. Working with a patient profile and trial design
from a sponsor and/or a CRO, Elligo’s digital system reimagines
patient recruitment. Its technology searches electronic health
records to identify physician practices that are currently treating
patients who match the study criteria and introduces the clinical
research to them.
When these local practices ask patients to join the study, Elligo
helps prep the new sites to prepare them to conduct the research,
leveraging centralized infrastructure, technology and expertise that
replaces that need for typical on-site clinical research teams.

© 2019 Syneos Health All rights reserved
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Inside the Syneos Health
Partnership with TriNetX
A cloud-based platform defeats some of the most troubling
barriers in clinical trial recruitment by giving partners—including
trial sponsors and CROs—access to longitudinal clinical data
streaming from healthcare organizations in the network.
Translating and mediating among disparate data types, whether
they’re demographic, diagnostic, medications-related, or a lab or
procedure report, the network creates unique opportunities for
patient identification and enrollment.
VARIOUS AND
DISPARATE DATA

Demographics

MAPPED TO CONTROLLED
TERMINOLOGIES
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CHAPTER II: Feeling the Customer’s Pain
Efforts to reimagine health data through an empathetic lens are
critical as healthcare organizations become more entwined with IT
organizations that have a disappointing track record in protecting
consumer privacy.
Only when facing litigation and pressure of new laws like Europe’s General Data Protection
Regulation, it seems, do tech giants like Facebook and Google reform their privacy practices.
If Facebook, like Nebula Genomics (see next page), had publicly acknowledged one year ago
that personal data belongs to consumers, millions of users who have deleted their Facebook
pages since last summer in anger over privacy abuses might have stayed loyal.
Empathy toward patients who see themselves as the legitimate owners of valuable health data
may also be one of the keys to boosting clinical trial recruitment, says Andrew Rosner, Vice
President, Real World Evidence Advisory at Syneos Health. “Smart companies that talk about
patient engagement are thinking about how to give something back in return for use of the
patient’s data,” Rosner says. Pharmaceutical companies developing drugs and software companies
creating apps enjoy the privilege of accessing patient data, as do physicians and health insurers.
“We must remember that we’re custodians of the data, not the owners,” he says.
Today, tech giants like Amazon, Apple and Google are making aggressive forays into healthcare,
even as biopharmaceutical companies such as Novartis, GSK and Sanofi are partnering with
software companies to build FDA-cleared apps that can track, diagnose and treat illnesses—
sometimes in lieu of traditional medicines. This burgeoning field, known as digital therapeutics,
is expanding at 64 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) and could exceed $9 billion
in revenue by 2025. Biopharmaceutical companies are well versed in HIPAA privacy protections,
but their IT partners may be less familiar with these safeguards and the sensibilities that
spawned them.

© 2019 Syneos Health All rights reserved
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Healthcare Agility—
With a Quantum of Empathy
When gene engineer and Harvard/MIT professor George Church
launched his own retail genome-sequencing company, Nebula
Genomics, he made a commitment all healthcare organizations should
embrace as a best practice. Essentially, Nebula announced to the world
that valuable health data belongs to patients and they have a right to
know how it’s being used.
Nebula offers free genome analysis to consumers who agree to share
other relevant information, such as health history and lifestyle details.
The company also offers paying B2B clients—companies, research
organizations or independent researchers—a multidimensional window
on genetic and environmental determinants of illness that’s specific
to individuals in its database. As part of the deal, Nebula promises
to inform retail customers when organizations seek access to their
data, giving them an opportunity to opt out. Why? Because this is a
prerogative many patients desire and the gesture helps allay their fears.
At the most basic level, it’s an expression of empathy for the user—a
foundational tenet of agile innovation.

Can Aggregation Protect Privacy?
Some healthcare researchers are worried about how industry will
protect consumer privacy in an age of activity-tracking apps and digital
therapeutics designed by software teams that have little experience
with HIPAA. In December 2018, a study published in JAMA Network
Open showed it is relatively easy for machine-learning algorithms to
de-aggregate data that are manipulated in standard ways to shield
personal information. The authors said the study’s findings “add to the
growing literature suggesting that reidentification of aggregated data
is possible,” and noted that “when trackers are linked to smartphones,
the data are typically uploaded to the device maker, at which point the
information is beyond the wearer’s control.”
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Finding Biopharma’s Inner “Road-Runner”
In nearly any large corporation, there’s an IT team with individuals who
are trained in formal agile practices. Their expertise is an asset every
life-sciences business unit can leverage.
Companies shouldn’t be surprised to learn there’s agile expertise in the IT department. After all,
technology marches to swift product cycles driven by advances in silicon processing. The mission
for biopharmaceutical companies is unlocking IT’s agile knowledge base and attitude toward rapid
change. To do that, sales, marketing, HR and finance teams must, similarly, embrace the imperatives of
short cycle times, constant business process upgrades and new benchmarks in data fluency.
In pharma, as in other sectors, agile’s starting point is a “scrum”—a term and metaphor borrowed
from rugby. But to grasp the idea, it helps to understand the precursor—an engineering model for
innovation known as a “waterfall” that dates back to the 1950s. In this older approach, project leaders
hash out the requirements in exquisite detail. Only when the i’s and t’s are dotted and crossed do
engineers build the system. This can take years, or more, by which time the environment likely has
shifted and customers have new ideas about what they need. With a waterfall, the costs involved
in changing course increase exponentially as the project timeline stretches. The result is out-of-date
products and/or a reduced value proposition for the customer.
The scrum, as articulated by two business school professors at Harvard and Berkeley in the mid1980s, shrinks the time horizon by pulling together multidisciplinary teams in structured brainstorms
that include a quotient of executive decision-making. Having set the direction, the scrum engenders
a series of sprints—a mixed sports metaphor whose purpose, quite simply, is to accelerate ideas
coming out of the scrum. “It’s like a 50-yard dash for everyone on the team,” says Charles Gasman, Vice
President, Business Technology for Syneos Health. “At the start, you may set the duration of the sprint
for two weeks. Each team member is asked what he or she can accomplish in that time—and no one
wants to be wrong.”
Gasman has run many of these dashes at Syneos Health and other companies, and is “a certified
scrum master” by the Scrum Alliance®, the largest professional certification organization in the agile
community with more than 725,000 practitioners worldwide. “Based on projects I’ve done, the scrum
is 60 to 70 percent faster than a waterfall with the same task,” he says. As in the older approach, you
begin by learning what the full set of features looks like. But in the design phase, the contrast is sharp.
“A scrum only gathers that information for the highest-value elements. Then you move to time-boxed
sprints on smaller sets of features,” Gasman explains.

© 2019 Syneos Health All rights reserved
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A design-and-implement phase that
stretches for months the old way can now
be completed in a matter of weeks—exactly
what the B-school professors mean by “buildmeasure-learn.” The method hinges on rapid
iteration as each sprint ends with a tangible
output that may be tested. Whether the
output is marketing, finance or IT-related, the
combination of quick pivots and constant
refinement redounds to the same goal:
nimbleness at work. To meet customers’
changing demands, teams can quickly run
another sprint that either adds, subtracts or
refines a feature. Throughout these iterations,
the scrum master (the equivalent of a project
manager) is on hand to facilitate the daily
meetings, remove any barriers within the
organization and run the sprint review at
the close.
To be sure, the constraints faced by biopharma
marketers have little in common with work
agendas in IT. “Our biopharma clients are
dealing with a lot of compliance, yet all of
them want to be more agile,” says Syneos
Health Consulting Director Nelson Azoulay.
“Some find the solution is to embed legal and
compliance functions with full sign-off directly
into the scrum.”
The encouraging news is scrum-based
approaches have paid off in many
manufacturing initiatives outside of tech,
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including at companies like SAAB, Tesla and
SpaceX, according to Jeff Sutherland, CEO of
consulting and training firm Scrum Inc. In a
Harvard Business Review article he tells how
Saab’s aeronautics group deployed more than
100 agile teams to develop software, hardware
and the fuselage for the firm’s $43 million
Gripen fighter jet. Once commercialized, IHS
Jane's Defence Weekly called the Gripen the
most cost-effective of all military aircraft.
For the clinical group at Syneos Health, this
agile methodology spawned a breakthrough
that is changing how we assess risks in
trials and rapidly gather insights that inform
better outcomes. In collaboration with the
FDA, our team created a continuous learning
library that is rapidly growing and adapting
to meet the planning needs for our sponsors.
The patent-pending “DeRISK” digital library
contains more than 100,000 searchable
items reflecting the myriad concerns and
contingencies that arise at every step in a
trial. It was produced through an integrated
team of technology and clinical experts in
a scrum. With an interface that simplifies
search and lets users put knowledge items in
the equivalent of an online shopping cart, the
library is quickly becoming a rich source of
information for Syneos Health's Commercial
and Consulting teams, as well as for core
users in Clinical.
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Life Sciences’ Checklist
for an Agile Scrum
Pull together a multidisciplinary team, including key users
and decision makers
Embed legal and compliance functions to ensure
independent operation
Arrange for the product owner—very possibly an external
client or customer—to attend each meeting
Prioritize just a few functions and requirements that have
the most value to the owner
Time-box the first phase of the program and begin a
2-week sprint toward design and prototype
During the sprint, meet for 15 minutes each morning to
discuss any concerns
At the meeting, pose three questions to each
team member:
o What have you done in the past 24 hours?
o What will you do in the next 24 hours?
o What obstacles stand in your way?
Specify the number of weeks—not months—needed
to design and implement the first iteration
Test prototype and assess results. Product owner decides
whether to move forward, iterate or change course

© 2019 Syneos Health All rights reserved
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CHAPTER III:
Improving Agility of Commercial Teams
Even as clinical trial designs are becoming more flexible and adaptive,
the commercialization strategies biopharma companies employ are
becoming leaner, more automated and more responsive to changes
in the marketplace.
Like some of the novel drug testing paradigms we’ve described, pharmaceutical sales and
marketing strategies are drawing inspiration from iterative design thinking precepts as advocated
by Stanford University’s design school and its consulting spinoff, IDEO, and by Harvard Business
School, MIT and other innovation centers. As a result, the tenets of agile methodology are being
pulled through in healthcare communications efforts that employ iterative, user-centered design
processes.
For many commercial teams, the first step is pledging that a commercial initiative—whether it’s an
ad campaign or a novel co-pay assistance program—is not simply a re-animation or repurposing
of a previous project. The new initiative must be grounded in a comprehensive understanding of
the market landscape, supplemented with an understanding of strategic drivers and a customercentric approach to patient, physician and stakeholder needs. Agility rests in the understanding
that life circumstances of the target audiences are buffeted by life events, policies, social contexts
and technological environments that are constantly in motion and evolving.
The translation of tech-focused agile methodology into the communications world requires
adaptation whereby we take the most important tenets of agile and combine them with the best
parts of design thinking. Campaigns developed by Syneos Health and its biopharma partners are
rooted in acceptance of change, following a modus operandi we’ve fine-tuned in practical settings.
In one approach, we help clients formulate questions that must be asked as the basis of ideation
and program development. The next step is identifying individuals with expertise—both internal
and on the client side—and bringing them together in an Inspiration Day event. There, through
“question bursts” and other exercises, the group clarifies the key problems the project seeks to
address and the underlying strategic drivers and levers.
At these events, we deepen discussions among cross-functional teams with clues, analogs and
trend analyses. These inputs range from relevant patient stories and customer feedback on
programs we’ve completed in the past, to case studies from brands in and out of healthcare,
and trend forecasts compiled by Syneos Health. We pay particular attention to clues such as the
frustrations, worries, hopes and aspirations of the target audience, always aiming to escape the
tyranny of passionless PowerPoints that re-skin last year’s plan. We also run sprints that condense
the results of the brainstorms into IdeaBooks that translate ideation into action.
“In human-centered design, you must never be afraid to test or to pilot,” says Drew Beck, Vice
President, Innovation Strategy at Syneos Health Communications. “At certain moments you may
need to track back because what you designed isn’t actionable or others have already done it.
It’s not a linear process. As circumstances change, you empathize, you define, you prototype, you
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Agile Thinking: Obstacles
and Early Adopters
In an audience poll at a 2018 eyeforpharma summit and webinar
on Agile Pharma, attendees were asked to identify the greatest
barriers to agile and/or flexible approaches to campaign planning
and execution. Choices included entrenched mindsets, compliance/
regulatory concerns, short term revenue goals, lack of senior level
buy-in, and lack of competence. Among the 200-plus responses, the
largest cohort—45 percent—chose “compliance, regulatory
and conservative approach” as the biggest drag on agility.
What are the greatest barriers toward a more agile and/or flexible style of campaign
planning and execution?
Entrenched mindsets/culture. No burning platform.
Compliance, regulatory and conservative approach.
Short-term revenue goals; learning comes second.
Lack of senior level buy-in/support.
Competencies. We don’t know how!

17%

20%

9%
45%
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Think Banks and Data Labs
One of our proprietary program-acceleration tools, called a Think Bank, merges aspects of design
thinking with agile methodology. It’s a way for Syneos Health clients to tap into the knowledge of
experts on our staff who have assisted in the testing or commercialization of more than 91 percent
of FDA approved Novel New Drugs developed or commercialized and 90 percent of EMA marketing
authorized products developed or commercialized.
The Think Bank isn’t a free-for-all where people simply pick up the phone and ask for help. Instead,
a team of “navigators” who can find the deepest pools of knowledge in our organization collect and
prioritize insights from our brain trust. Armed with program-specific research briefs compiled by
navigators, the experts a client wishes to tap can efficiently lean in, debate and build hypotheses.
Their time is thus focused on sharing useful information and evidence, not writing reports or
responding to an unending series of requests.
In some cases, our clinical researchers are the individuals best equipped to pose the questions a
client should be considering, or to generate a hypothesis. For other programs, specialists in medical
affairs or managed markets create the hypothesis that will be the basis for a sprint or immersive
workshop. Through these subsequent exercises, Syneos Health and its partner teams co-create a
specific action plan or program.

“

Design Thinking is an iterative process
in which we seek to understand
the user, challenge assumptions, and
redefine problems in an attempt to
identify alternative strategies and
solutions that might not be instantly
apparent with our initial level of
understanding. At the same time, Design
Thinking provides a solution-based
approach to solving problems. It is a way
of thinking and working as well as a
collection of hands-on methods.
—Interaction Design
- Foundation
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70/20/10 Principle
Following an “Inspiration Day” session, Syneos Health and our
clients together progress through steps that turn raw material
into themes, then actionable ideas, and finally, a prioritized plan.
The dynamic often conforms to the 70/20/10 rule from the Center
for Creative Leadership (CCL), which originally described how
leaders learn. Some 70 percent of what they need to know comes
through challenges and experiences, the CCL observed, while 20
percent originates in group interactions and 10 percent in training.
In healthcare settings we’ve found that 70 percent of total time
and budget will go to table stakes, whether a revised sales aid or a
banner ad. Twenty percent will reflect the ingenuity of the mission,
born from true collaboration within the group. The remaining 10
percent is a calculated risk or moonshot. Perhaps this is where
the future lies. More often than not, a well-run scrum will correctly
appraise moonshot proposals as slivers of some larger opportunity
and not permit them to subvert the endeavor.
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At some point, all healthcare
managers find they are struggling
with information overload.
Their hard drives are packed with prescribing
reports, ongoing digital analytics, syndicated
surveys and qualitative market research.
What’s missing is a process or program
framework that breaks down data silos, builds
mutual respect among those who must agree
on which data is useful, and leads to a pilot
that meets a particular business goal. That’s
why we often combine Think Banks with
a second process accelerator called a Data
Lab, which is designed to extract actionable
insights from healthcare’s unrelenting deluge

of data. A Data Lab is all about ensuring
data fluency across the team and achieving
appropriate data assessments to achieve
quick, confident decision-making. This
isn’t a one-off exercise leading to a single
program, campaign or other brand goal.
Rather, it’s a living, breathing data ecosystem
that serves the needs of a multidimensional
team. “Business solutions don’t have to
carry a lot of legacy overhead,” says Amy
Hutnik, Syneos Health’s Chief Growth Officer.
“Both Think Banks and Data Labs are agile,
solutions-based tools. They embody a
shared understanding of how to tap into the
collective knowledge base and experience
pool in a rigorous and repeatable fashion.”

Medical

Who Is Agile?
At the November 2018 eyeforpharma
event and webinar on Agile Pharma,
the audience was asked which
function in the company was most
likely to embrace agile thinking.
Nearly half of 200-plus respondents
gave marketing their vote.
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Anatomy of a Data Lab
DATA LAB 1

DATA LAB 3

DATA LAB 2

INSPIRATION

Sprint 1

IDEATION

Sprint 2

CO-CREATION

See what’s possible
and determine
what we want to
create together

Catalog data
available against
prioritized
opportunities

Evaluate and
prioritize potential
models and
data sources

Coalesce data

Review the light
model (early/agile
development) for
feedback and honing

Speakers from
data leaders
Exercises to uncover
key frustrations
and opportunities

Create snapshots
of possible
models,
including needed
resources and
potential
decision support

Prioritization
of opportunities
to improve
decision-making
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Force rank the
potential models for
business value
Troubleshoot and
discuss data gaps
Ultimately select
2-3 models to
move forward

Build initial
data models
Test simulations
and decisiondriving questions

Presentation of
models
User testing and
feedback
Action planning to
translate data
insights into
strategic actions
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Lean Commercial Decision-Making
Lean management practices, as first defined at the MIT Sloan School
of Management in the late 1980s, were based on “just-in-time” and
“continuous improvement” regimens in automobile assembly, retail
supply chains and software development.
These practices became the foundation for most of the agile methodologies we talk about today.
But how can such practices benefit a biopharmaceutical marketing team, where the strategy is all
about hard-to-quantify interactions between sales reps, physicians and other stakeholders?
In the summer of 2018, Syneos Health consulting and communications experts advised a leading
global pharmaceutical company on just such a conundrum. The mission was to assist in the lean
transformation of a key marketing initiative, overcoming a risk-averse corporate culture with few
incentives for executives to be nimble.
The customers’ objectives were threefold: to improve performance, transform culture and empower
employees within the organization. After crowdsourcing concept ideas from across
the organization, our client selected five as pilot concepts.
Customers identified 40 high-value ideas under each concept, then prioritized these using a
framework customized for each team. For example, in one case, the goal was to improve targeting
of physicians at a local level, even if the reps’ decisions seemed to run counter to national guidance.
The five pilots, while all different, required teams to adapt a “fail fast” approach and evaluate and
iterate based on learnings.
In the design stage, we helped teams run a series of sprints to tackle a host of components ranging
from designing digital campaigns to automating the provision of product samples to physicians—
all under the banner of responding quickly to shifting market needs.
For some innovations, the pharma teams drew inspiration from agile process leaders at Amazon,
Google and IBM, whom we invited in as guest speakers. Amazon’s expert explained the merits of
“thinking backwards”—meaning to begin by drafting a press release, as specific as possible, then
go back and iterate on product specs to match the most high-value details in the release.
Teaming up with the client, Syneos Health was able to extend the pilots’ marketing reach by
coordinating with our internal contract sales teams. “When working in an agile environment,
all parties, including client partners, need to be efficient and effective decision makers,” says
Consulting Director Nelson Azoulay. “Throughout the process, our field-facing teams promoting
our customer’s products were involved in key meetings to ensure we were proactive, rather than
reactive. Ultimately this led to more nimble field implementation.”
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Move Fast—But Don’t Break Things
In the early 2000s, Joel Gerber was part of an agile development
team at Sterling Financial, now part of IBM. Their process of
scrums and sprints could deliver software upgrades every two
weeks. There was just one problem: The clients didn’t need or
want so many upgrades. Therein lies a lesson for healthcare.
“Drug and device developers must learn that agile begins with
the user's needs,” says Gerber, now head of a Syneos Health
initiative to digitize medication adherence messages in fastgrowing retail environments. “In tech, you break things when you
move too fast. In healthcare, you break bodies and break laws,”
he explains. The lesson resonated loudly last fall with the misuse
of CRISPR gene-editing technology on human subjects in China—
something China’s own Vice Minister of Science and Technology
called “shocking and unacceptable.” In healthcare, it’s a thin line
between being nimble and being reckless.
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Transpacific Origins of Agile and Lean
In management and consulting circles, there’s much debate about how
lean manufacturing, agile thinking and scrum methodologies co-evolved.
Most experts agree that Japanese auto giant Toyota first codified continuous
improvement (kaizen) and the assault on waste (muda) in manufacturing
in its Toyota Production System (TPS), beginning in the second half of the
20th century. But two creators of TPS, Kiirchio Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno,
drew inspiration from visits to Ford Motor factories and efficient American
supermarkets. TPS became the basis for lean manufacturing, a term coined
at MIT based on studies of Japanese manufacturing systems. And in the
1980s, two Japanese business professors—one at Harvard and one at
Berkeley—synthesized these transpacific strands into agile business practice.
The two professors, Hirotaka Takeuchi and Ikujiro Nonaka, said nimble, crossfunctional teams were the crux of innovation and kaizen not only at Toyota
and Honda, but at non-auto multinationals like HP and 3M.
Pulling team members from different business functions reminded them
of rugby, and in a 1986 Harvard Business Review article they were the first
to talk about the business utility of scrums. The key to success was putting
together “teams that are autonomous, motivated by transcendent purpose,
and engaged in cross learning,” Jeff Sutherland writes on the website of the
consultancy he founded, Scrum Inc. Where does that leave lean? Actually,
the lean techniques that are so much in vogue are nothing more than “side
effects” of what Takeuchi and Nonaka saw as the root cause of performance,
according to Sutherland. “Short iterations combined with these team
dynamics facilitate a knowledge generation cycle that leads to innovation,
faster time to market, and higher quality,” Sutherland writes.
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CHAPTER IV: The Fleetest Field Force
Segment of One
Not long ago—but distant from anything we imagine today—
a pharmaceutical sales force could execute on a national, one-size-fitsall strategy based on in-person, field-based engagement. Here, in
a nutshell, is what has changed:
• Consolidation of healthcare delivery system assets
• Patients and physicians who are multichannel and less accessible to reps face-to-face
• Health systems and payers who are focused on outcomes and value
• Aggressive and mercurial managed-care coverage decisions
• More variance in revenue opportunity across sales territories
• Declining net pricing and brand profitability
• Increasingly crowded, competitive therapeutic categories
The result of these changes, for the biopharma field force, is nonlinear revenue growth within
sales geographies. The changes also require managers to align promotional assets and
expenditures dynamically with shifting revenue potential and changes in the local managedcare landscape. Decisions and actions are on faster cycle times. New product launches are riskier
and uptake horizons longer. “Most of all,” says Rich Gorman, Senior Vice President of Business
Development at Syneos Health, “we’ve moved from one-size-fits-all detailing to an integrated
engagement environment that crushes the whole idea of an average target. The national
deployment strategy is still relevant, but we’re now on a continuum toward differentiated,
localized, segmented and variable.”
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The Field Force Continuum
NATIONAL

LOCAL

Traditional Detailing

Hybrid Representatives

Archetype Segmentation

Segment of One

In-person Field-based
Engagement

Field-based and Remote
Engagement by Same Rep

Channel Mix Optimized to
Stakeholder Segments

Channel Mix Optimized
to the Individual

• Historically the most impactful
channel, but at the highest
cost and one-size-fits-all
messaging and engagement

• Empowers multifaceted
rep utilizing digital tools
and platforms

• Stakeholders are categorized
into segments according
to markers of channel
mix preference

• Channel mix preferences
for individual stakeholders
are determined through
experience and optimized
to generate the highest
impact

• All therapeutic areas and
brands are treated the same

• Increases reach/frequency of
customer-facing team with
variable impact on prescribing
• Typically 60% of weekly effort
in field and 40% remote

• Effective mix/sequencing of
channels drives message
amplification and significant
financial efficiencies

MACHINE
LEARNING

• Strategic segmentation
based on individual
products and TAs

The move toward Segment of One and its genesis in biopharma’s
new commercial dynamics are recognizable to any sales executive.
How to respond with agility is the nut each of them must crack.
Interacting with prescribers, the field force must have local market strategies in place, coupled with
differential deployment and customer engagement models. They must take stock of the total office
relationships and provide more advanced training geared toward specialty products. Interacting with
patients is also more nuanced, including fine-tuned digital and social media targeting of patients and
advocacy groups. Payer relationships have evolved, requiring superior grasp of market access issues.
And nurse practitioners at pharmacy clinics may be promotional targets. Finally, real-time analytics
can recommend next best actions, making the field force that much more agile in prioritizing
resource allocation based on feedback and integrated data sets.
Together, these developments usher in a need for manpower that easily can outstrip a pharmaceutical
company’s internal resources. And the gap is most pronounced when interacting with integrated
delivery networks that, in some form, may represent 85 to 90 percent of total revenue opportunity
over the next 7-10 years, Syneos Health estimates. That’s why, as an outsourcing partner, we are
constantly on tap to fill traditional and specialized requests. The ask may be for hospital and specialty
representatives or B2B pull-through reps. It could include account medical liaisons, clinical educators
and HEOR experts. Or it may be for customizable account programs for population health and
transition-of-care challenges. Interest is also growing in digital health experts and systems integrators
to connect a myriad of data sources. As Gorman explains, partnership with a contract commercial
organization yields the highest return as variability increases. “One of our large pharmaceutical
partners ran the metrics and told us Syneos Health’s solution to their staffing needs was 15 percent
more efficient and 20 percent less costly than trying to meet the needs internally.”
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Frontiers of Agility
Sweeping structural shifts on
the near horizon will galvanize
healthcare companies’ resolve
to become more agile.
Much of the disruption radiates from
hybridization of healthcare, retail, IT and
finance, as seen in the partnership of
Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway and J.P. Morgan
with surgeon and healthcare reformer
Atul Gawande at the helm. Another farreaching example is the emerging field
of digital therapeutics, where clinically
validated software apps help diagnose and
track illnesses, augment pharmaceutical
treatments—and in some cases, replace
traditional therapies.
The question is how quickly
biopharmaceutical companies can migrate
from a culture rooted in decade-long
development timelines to one of rapid
prototyping, iterative design thinking and
a mindset that keeps constant tabs on the
changing preferences of physicians, patients
and payers.
Despite the challenges, we believe healthcare
organizations will reach their agile benchmarks
because, simply put, there is no choice. And,
we expect some of the most vivid-use cases
to emerge in the field force, pharma’s literal
and figurative front line. Field tools already
are evolving to give teams greater command
over content. Sales reps of the future must
have not just the latest clinical evidence at
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their fingertips, but the most up-to-date
peer experience. They need to know what
marketing communications a practice has
been exposed to. And they’ll need interfaces
that let them tap the expertise of a specialist
by video link, schedule a video meeting with a
physician, or set up an in-home or on-screen
training for a patient.
Without technological enhancements,
including machine learning, the hurdles
confronting field forces are close to
insurmountable. In 2018, more than half of
the 59 new molecular entities approved by
the FDA were for orphan indications, each
addressing populations smaller than 200,000
patients who often lie scattered across wide
geographies. Dispatching traditional teams
to interact knowledgeably with physicians
and patients spread so thin is logistically
and financially impossible. Indeed, getting
information about a therapy to medical teams
at the right moment is only imaginable with
the aid of powerful algorithms browsing
patient data sets to predict which patients in
which far-flung health systems can be helped.
At Syneos Health, we believe the coming
era of healthcare may not be kind to
organizations that elect to face challenges
like these on their own. Putting together
fast-moving teams that can manage
complexity across corporate boundaries is
part of our mission. Collaboration—a linchpin
of agile thinking in every industry—is nothing
less than a lifeline as companies reinvent
themselves for the century ahead.
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About Syneos Health
Syneos Health™ (Nasdaq:SYNH) is the only fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions
organization. Our company, including a Contract Research Organization (CRO) and Contract
Commercial Organization (CCO), is purpose-built to accelerate customer performance to
address modern market realities. Created through the merger of two industry leading
companies – INC Research and inVentiv Health – we bring together approximately 24,000
clinical and commercial minds with the ability to support customers in more than 110 countries.
Together we share insights, use the latest technologies and apply advanced business practices
to speed our customers’ delivery of important therapies to patients. To learn more about how
we are shortening the distance from lab to life® visit syneoshealth.com.

